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Derivatives of functions given in the form of large-scale simulation codes are frequently used
in computational science and engineering. Examples include design optimization, parameter
estimation, solution of nonlinear systems, and inverse problems. In this note we address the
computation of derivatives of a parallel computational fluid dynamics code by automatic differ-
entiation. More precisely, we are interested in the derivatives of the flow field around a three-
dimensional airfoil with respect to the angle of attack and the yaw angle. We discuss strategies
for transforming MPI commands by the forward and reverse modes of automatic differentiation
and report performance results on a Sun Fire E2900.
1 Introduction
An interdisciplinary team of engineers, mathematicians, and computer scientists at RWTH
Aachen University is currently bringing together computational fluid dynamics with ex-
perimental data for high-lift and cruise configurations of civil aircraft in the full range of
Mach and Reynolds numbers. The aim of the work carried out within the context of the
collaborative research center SFB 401 “Modulation of flow and fluid–structure interaction
at airplane wings” is to better understand the dynamics of the vortex system which is gen-
erated by large aircraft during take-off and landing. Such a detailed knowledge of the wake
flow field is essential to estimate safe-separation distances between aircraft in take-off and
landing.
Developed at the Institute of Aerodynamics, the TFS package1,2 solves the Navier–
Stokes equations of a compressible ideal gas in two or three space dimensions with a finite
volume formulation. The spatial discretization of the convective terms follows a variant
of the advective upstream splitting method (AUSM+) proposed by Liou.3,4 The viscous
stresses are centrally discretized to second-order accuracy. The implicit method uses a
relaxation-type linear solver whereas the explicit method relies on a multigrid scheme.
A serial as well as a block-oriented MPI-parallelized version of TFS based on domain
decomposition are available.
Given the TFS code, we are interested in a qualitative and quantified analysis of the
dependences of certain program outputs on certain input parameters. Such information is
invaluable for optimizing objective functions with respect to suitable decision variables or
for the identification of model parameters with respect to given experimental data. For
instance, aircraft design5 or analysis of turbulence parameters6 require the sensitivities of
functions given in the form of large-scale Navier–Stokes solvers. A recent trend in com-
putational science and engineering is to compute such sensitivities by a program transfor-
mation known as automatic differentiation (AD).7,8
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In the present work, we are interested in the derivatives of the flow field with respect to
the angle of attack and the yaw angle, making it necessary to transform a parallel program.
No current software implementing the AD transformation is capable of fully handling MPI
or OpenMP parallel code. So, it is no surprise that there is hardly any publication in the
open literature describing the application of AD to a nontrivial parallel code, an exception
being an article by Heimbach et al.9 The contribution of this work is to sketch the underly-
ing ideas of transforming a parallel code by AD and to demonstrate the feasibility of that
approach on a concrete real-world problem arising from aerodynamics.
In Section 2, we briefly explain the automatic differentiation technique and its appli-
cation to the (serial) TFS code. The transformation of the constructs involving MPI-based
parallelism is addressed in Section 3. Performance results of the AD-generated parallel
program are reported in Section 4.
2 Automatic Differentiation of TFS
Automatic differentiation (AD) refers to a set of techniques for transforming a given com-
puter program P into a new program P ′ capable of computing derivatives in addition to
the original output. More precisely, if P implements some function
f : Rn → Rm, (2.1)
mapping an input x to an output y = f(x), the transformed program P ′ computes not
only the function value y but also the m × n Jacobian matrix J = ∂y/∂x at the same
point x. The AD-generated program P ′ is called the differentiated program of the original
program P .
Throughout this note, we consider the computation of the flow field for a given angle
of attack and yaw angle using TFS. From a conceptual point of view, this computation is
carried out by a routine
TFS ( a lpha , be t a , ve l , pre , . . . )
where the scalar input variables alpha and beta represent the angle of attack and the
yaw angle, respectively. The arrays vel(1:3*L) and pre(1:L) denote the velocity
and pressure at L grid points in three space dimensions. So, we consider the TFS code to
implement some function (2.1) with n = 2 and m = 4L computing velocity and pressure
from two angles.
Specifying that one is interested in the derivatives of the variables vel and pre with
respect to the variables alpha and beta, automatic differentiation with the ADIFOR10
tool then transforms the original TFS code into a new code
g TFS ( g a l pha , a lpha , g be t a , be t a , g ve l , ve l , g p re , pre , . . . )
where, in addition to all variables occurring in the parameter list of TFS, new deriva-
tive variables with the prefix g are introduced. These new derivative variables are de-
signed to store two scalar derivatives for every scalar value occurring in the original pro-
gram. For instance, g alpha(1:2) is associated with the scalar variable alpha while
g vel(1:2,1:3*L) is associated with vel(1:3*L).
The basic idea behind AD is the fact that the execution of a code is nothing but a se-
quence of elementary arithmetic operations such as binary addition or intrinsic functions.
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The partial derivatives of these elementary functions are known and, following the chain
rule of differential calculus, can be combined in a step-wise manner to yield the overall
derivative of the entire program. In contrast to approximations obtained from numerical
differentiation like divided differences, derivatives computed by AD are free from trunca-
tion error. To illustrate AD, consider the following simple code fragment
u = z ( 1 ) + z ( 2 )
v = v∗u
that could appear somewhere inside of TFS, and keep in mind that the technique is also
applicable to larger codes. We introduce a straightforward AD strategy called the forward
mode by studying the transformation of the sample code fragment. In the forward mode, a
gradient object g w is associated to every variable w appearing in the original code. This
gradient object stores the partial derivatives of the variable w with respect to the input
variables of interest. In the TFS example, the variable g w stores ∂w/∂(alpha,beta).
Setting a variable that stores the number of scalar variables with respect to which deriva-
tives are computed to n=2, the resulting AD-generated code is given by:
do i = 1 , n
g u ( i ) = g z ( i , 1 ) + g z ( i , 2 )
enddo
u = z ( 1 ) + z ( 2 )
do i = 1 , n
g v ( i ) = g v ( i )∗u + v∗g u ( i )
enddo
v = v∗u
This code propagates derivatives of intermediate variables with respect to input variables
following the control flow of the original program. If the differentiated code g TFS is
called with the initializations
g a l p h a ( 1 ) =1 , g a l p h a ( 2 ) =0 , g b e t a ( 1 ) =0 , g b e t a ( 2 ) =1
it computes the desired derivatives
g vel(1,1:3*k) = ∂vel(1:3*k)/∂alpha
g vel(2,1:3*k) = ∂vel(1:3*k)/∂beta
g pre(1,1:k) = ∂pre(1:k)/∂alpha
g pre(2,1:k) = ∂pre(1:k)/∂beta
In addition to the forward mode, automatic differentiation provides the reverse modewhich
propagates derivatives of the output variables with respect to intermediate variables by
reversing the control flow of the original program.
3 Automatic Differentiation of MPI Functions
Automatic differentiation of the serial 2D TFS code employing version 2 of the AD-tool
ADIFOR10 is reported in previous publications.11–13 In the present study, we report on
automatic differentiation of the MPI-parallelized version of 3D TFS. Besides the exten-
sion from two to three space dimensions, the main achievement compared to our previ-
ous work is the semi-automatic transformation of the parallel constructs. Previous work
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on automatic differentiation of message-passing parallel programs is published in several
contributions.14–20
The basic point-to-point communication of the MPI interface is a pair of send and
receive commands operating between two processes P1 and P2. Assume an operation
send(u,P2) executed on P1 that sends a variable u from P1 to process P2. Assume
further that receive(v,P1) is the corresponding command on P2 that receives the data
obtained from P1 in a variable v. This pair of communication commands can be thought of
as copy to and from a virtual data structure buffer that is accessible from both processes.
That is, in the notation
P1 : send ( u , P2 ) P2 : r e c e i v e ( v , P1 )
/ / b u f f e r = u / / v = b u f f e r
the statements on the left carried out on P1 are equivalent as are the statements on the
right on P2. Using the interpretation of a global buffer, the differentiated statements in the
forward mode can be derived as
P1 : / / g b u f f e r = g u P2 : / / g v = g b u f f e r
send ( g u , P2 ) r e c e i v e ( g v , P1 )
By reversing the control flow of the original program, the differentiated statements in the
reverse mode are given by
P1 : / / a u = a u + a b u f f e r P2 : / / a b u f f e r = a b u f f e r + a v
r e c e i v e ( tmp , P2 ) send ( a v , P1 )
a u = a u + tmp a v = 0
Reduction operations combine communication and computation. As an example, con-
sider the case where each process Pi contains a scalar value ui in a variable u. Let
reduce(u,v,’sum’) denote the reduction computing the sum v =
∑p
i=1 ui over p
processes, where the result is stored in a variable v on process, say, P1. In the forward
mode, the derivatives are reduced in the same way. That is, the result g v on P1 is com-
puted by reduce(g u,g v,’sum’) from given distributed values stored in g u. In the
reverse mode, a broadcast of a v from P1 to all other processes is followed by an update
of the form a u = a u + a v executed on each process. A recipe for AD of a reduction
operation computing the product of distributed values is given in a paper by Hovland and
Bischof.15
Another issue to be specifically addressed by AD for message-passing parallel pro-
grams is activity analysis. The purpose of this data-flow analysis is to find out if a variable
is active or not. A variable is called active if it depends on the input variables with respect to
which derivatives are computed and if it also influences the output variable whose deriva-
tives are computed. In addition to activity analysis of serial programs, there is need to track
variable dependencies that pass through send and receive operations. Typically, activity
analysis of message-passing parallel programs is carried out conservatively,19 overestimat-
ing the set of active variables which leads to AD-generated programs whose efficiency in
terms of storage and computation could be improved. Only recently, a study is concerned
with investigating activity analysis for MPI programs more rigorously.20
Since ADIFOR 2 is not capable of transforming MPI library calls, the corresponding
MPI routines are excluded from the AD process. That is, using ADIFOR 2 the TFS code
is automatically differentiated with respect to the angle of attack and the yaw angle, where
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the MPI process communication is ignored. However, in order to ensure correct overall
forward propagation of the derivatives, the derivative information computed by the MPI
processes needs to be exchanged whenever the original function values are exchanged. In
essence, our approach combines AD of the serial TFS code in an automated fashion with a
manual activity analysis of MPI library calls along the lines discussed in Strout et al.20
In TFS the original code contains the following non-blocking send operation
c a l l mp i i s e nd (A, k , mp i d o u b l e p r e c i s i o n , d e s t ,
& tag , mpi comm world , r e q u e s t , i e r r o r )
which asynchronously sends the data stored in the buffer A to a destination process dest.
This buffer consists of k consecutive entries of type double precision. Then, the
differentiated code produced by the forward mode of AD requires a similar operation for
sending the derivative values g A of A, where the number of data entries is increased by
the number, n, of directional derivatives propagated through the code. The corresponding
non-blocking send operation reads as follows:
c a l l mp i i s e nd ( g A , k∗n , mp i d o u b l e p r e c i s i o n , d e s t ,
& tag , mpi comm world , r e q u e s t , i e r r o r )
Recall from the previous section that the dimension of the derivative g A is increased
by one, compared to its associated original variable A. The leading dimension of g A is
therefore given by n. In this study we manually inserted the additional MPI calls for
sending the derivative values, although in principle they could be automatically generated
by the AD tool. In a completely analogous fashion, for every blocking receive operation
occurring in the original TFS code, receiving A from the MPI process source
c a l l mpi r ecv (A, k , mp i d o u b l e p r e c i s i o n , sou rce ,
& tag , mpi comm world , s t a tu s , i e r r o r )
we inserted a corresponding MPI call to receive derivative information from other MPI
processes:
c a l l mpi r ecv ( g A , k∗n , mp i d o u b l e p r e c i s i o n , sou rce ,
& tag , mpi comm world , s t a tu s , i e r r o r )
Finally, we sketch the corresponding AD transformation for the reverse mode. In the re-
verse mode of AD, for each scalar program variable in the original code, an adjoint of
length m is propagated through the differentiated code. Moreover during the reversal of
the control flow of the original program the blocking receive operation is replaced by a
blocking send for the adjoint computation:
c a l l mpi send ( a A , k∗m, mp i d o u b l e p r e c i s i o n , d e s t ,
& tag , mpi comm world , i e r r o r )
Here, the destination process dest is the sending process source of the message in the
corresponding receive operation in the original code.
4 Performance Experiments
In the sequel we present results from numerical experiments with TFS and its differ-
entiated version. The corresponding execution time measurements are carried out on
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a Sun Fire E2900 equipped with 12 dual-core UltraSPARC IV processors running at
1.2 GHz clock speed. We compute an inviscid three-dimensional flow around the BAC 3-
11/RES/30/21 transonic airfoil which is reported in the AGARD advisory report no. 30321
and used as reference airfoil for the collaborative research center SFB 401. The Mach and
Reynolds numbers are M∞ = 0.689 and Re = 1.969 × 106, respectively. The angle of
attack is −0.335◦ and the yaw angle is 0.0◦. The computational grid for TFS consists of
approximately 77,000 grid points and is divided into three different blocks.
The execution times for the parallel code running on one and three processors is given
in Table 1. The table also shows the resulting speedup, taking the execution time of the
parallel code with one MPI task as reference. The second column refers to the original TFS
code while the third column contains the data of its differentiated version denoted by TFS′.
The ratio of the third to second column is displayed in the fourth column of this table.
Metric TFS TFS′ Ratio
Serial execution time [s] 338 2197 6.50
Parallel execution time [s] 157 969 6.17
Speedup 2.15 2.27 1.05
Table 1. Execution times required for performing 100 iterations with TFS and its differentiated version TFS′. The
serial and parallel execution time is measured on a Sun Fire E2900 using one and three processors, respectively.
While the original TFS code achieves a speedup of 2.15 employing three MPI tasks,
TFS′ yields a slightly better speedup of 2.27 for the same configuration. However, optimal
speedup cannot be achieved because the three processors are assigned to blocks of different
sizes. While the largest of the three blocks consists of 35,640 grid points, the remaining
two blocks comprise 24,687 and 17,091 grid points, respectively. This leads to a work
load imbalance where one task is assigned about 46% of the total amount of computational
work, while the other two tasks perform only 32% and 22% of the computational work,
respectively. As a consequence two of the three MPI processes spend a certain amount of
time waiting for the process with the higher work load, assuming identical processor types.
A run-time analysis of the execution trace using the VAMPIR22 performance analysis and
visualization tool reveals that about 23.7% of the overall execution time is spent in MPI
communication.
5 Concluding Remarks
Sensitivities of selected output variables with respect to selected input variables of large-
scale simulation codes are ubiquitous in various areas of computational science and en-
gineering. Examples include optimization, solution of nonlinear systems of equations, or
inverse problems. Rather than relying on numerical differentiation based on some form
of divided differencing that inherently involves truncation error, we suggest the use of
techniques of automatic differentiation. While this program transformation applied to se-
rial programs has proven to work in a robust and stable fashion under a wide range of
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circumstances, no current automatic differentiation tool is capable of handling message-
passing parallel programs in a fully automated way. In fact, the number of successful
transformation for non-trivial parallel codes published in the open literature is small. For
a concrete three-dimensional computational fluid dynamics application arising from aero-
dynamics, we successfully applied automatic differentiation to an MPI-parallelized finite
volume code solving the Navier–Stokes equations. More precisely, we computed the sen-
sitivities of the flow field around a transonic airfoil with respect to the angle of attack and
the yaw angle. Though most of the program transformation is handled automatically, the
differentiation of the MPI functions is carried out manually.
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